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NEWS
Summer Prize Draw

Winners
Oakley.IT is delighted to
congratulate our two
prize draw winners from
our summer online survey
about IT support and IT
training needs in Oakley.
Congratulations to Mr Tim
Pedley and Mrs Roz
Newman who won a £15
Amazon vouchers each.

Happy New Year
Don’t Waste Money in the January Sales!
Do you really need to buy a new PC/Laptop?
Have you considered giving us a call first?
Is your current computer:

• Running too slowly?
• Faulty and could be fixed?
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• Unable to play your favourite games?
Let us review your computer first, a spring clean or minor
“Many thanks for putting a
BIG smile on my face when I
read I was a winner! Gosh....
what a surprise. I've actually
won something!” Roz.

upgrade may be all you need to save you hundreds of ££££!

TIM PEDLEY SAYS: It took ages for our PC to do anything!
Eg. we got used to doing other stuff while waiting to print something.
Changing from one thing to another was really frustrating and
using the Internet was becoming Increasingly difficult. 'You need
to upgrade broadband.' 'It's old get a laptop' were comments I

“Thank you for the surprise
win. I will be spending it with
your guidance on a webcam.
Our daughter is now in
California after flying out last
Sunday.” Tim.
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received. In 2 hours on site, Jan had cleared loads of background
stuff from the PC never used and which was messing things up.
At same time he gave simple explanations of how the PC works.
No need to upgrade broadband. It is fine for what we need. Now
its a pleasure to use it! Great service. Folks, you are dealing with
someone who knows what he is doing and is trustworthy.

Download.IT: NEWS - Issue 1
Download this newsletter from www.OakleyIT.co.uk

Just Received your FIRST PC/Laptop From Santa?
Do you understand:
• All the jargon and technical bits?
• Internet security (viruses / child protection)?
• How to set it up (broadband, printers etc)?
Let Jan help you through the maze of selecting the right computer for you and installing the
software securely. Avoid the frustration of buying the wrong thing and potentially wasting
hundreds of ££££. Call Jan first and he can advise you on the best solution for you and
best value for money.

Call Jan on: 07401 250 118 or email: help@oakleyit.co.uk

Maintain.IT / Repair.IT

(www.oakleyit.co.uk/repair)

Oakley.IT’s principal, Jan Rymarz, is on hand and available in Oakley and the surrounding
area to aid and assist you with your IT challenges.
Jan offers the following maintenance services:
• Free up disk space
• Speed up computers
• Updating Windows - Microsoft often release weekly updates
• Install / updated computer software
• Make computers start faster
• Reduce the number of programs that are not needed
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• De-clutter computer contents – Makes it go faster and computer crashes
• Broadband installation and fault finding
• Protection from and removing viruses
• Internet security / child protection
• Data recovery from mistakenly deleted or hard drive damage data

LEE SAYS: Great Work - Highly professional and impressive service - despite have
the latest ‘McAfee’ on the laptop. Oakley.IT fixed some MALWARE (virus / spyware)
recovering my netbook / laptop when I was ready to give up (and I am reasonably IT literate!).
Strongly recommend to anyone.

Advertise.IT
At Oakley.IT we offer you the chance to connect with the local
community.
At our extremely competitive rate, we welcome people / companies
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who can benefit from advertising to our community.
Some of our advertisers below, link to them from www.oakleyit.co.uk

Have you considered how to recycle your printer / toner cartridges?
Oakley.IT likes to help the environment and we strive to recycle as much IT
equipment as we can. If you have any empty or unwanted toner cartridges,
please let us have them and we will ensure they are recycled.
See www.oakleyit.co.uk/recycle

Train.IT

(www.oakleyit.co.uk/training)

Oakley.IT’s principal, Jan Rymarz, offers friendly one to one training.
A small selection of training recently provided by Jan:
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• How to use your computer properly
• How to use email and attachments i.e. photographs, documents etc
• How to browse the internet effectively
• How to keep your PC running efficiently
• How to set up external hardware i.e. printers, wifi etc
• Using Microsoft Office software etc
Anything not in the list above? Call Jan on 07401 250 118

JENNY SCOTT SAYS: Laptop problems - Fantastic response on both occasions
when I called Jan out from Oakley IT, Extremely helpful and explained everything in simple terms!
Sorted all my viruses, software and general maintenance on my laptop.
I am very happy an will always use them.

Market.IT

(www.oakleyit.co.uk/market)

At Oakley.IT we offer you the opportunity to sell computer related items…

Dell Vostro PC

Dell 19” CRT
Screen

4x HP IIP & IIIP
Toner cartridges
For HP 1200

£150

£50

£10 each
£30 for all 4

(Jon: 07802 721140)

(Jon: 07802 721140)

Sell YOUR
IT Kit
HERE

(Jon:07802 721140)

Want to sell IT Equipment? – See www.oakleyit.co.uk/market
NOTE: For £1/week, Oakley.IT will publish your advert on their web site
and in any newsletters published whilst the advert is live on the web site.

Present.IT

(www.oakleyit.co.uk/presenting)

Oakley.IT have sponsored Jon Lever FRICS of DeLever to deliver a 7 stage presentation
training course at the Oakley Village Hall.
Jon is a professional presenter and motivational speaker and has been delivering presentations
for the last 10 years. He has produced a tried and tested interactive programme of seminars
based upon 7 steps to perfect presentations and public speaking. Jon’s ethos is “never do
anything you don’t enjoy” and will endeavour to make these seminars fun and informative.
Oakley.IT think this will be a great opportunity for the community
and will be sponsoring the sessions to make them as cost
effective as possible.
The course will comprise 7 two and a half hour sessions.
The first session will be FREE and based on “An introduction
to presenting” Other sessions circa £25/head.
You will benefit from these seminars if you have to present
yourself or products, talk to groups of people, deliver training /
teaching etc or just have a general interest in developing
personal skills.

Register your interest at : www.oakleyit.co.uk/presenting
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